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Higher Fuel Economy Standards Beg Questions
- Jack R. Nerad, executive editorial director and executive market analyst, Kelley Blue Book’s kbb.com

but if one looks past the rose-colored 
predictions of the politicians (from 
both sides of the aisle, by the way), 
the picture gets a little cloudier...  

                                      - Jack nerad

The headlines are stark:

•	 Feds Eye 56.2 MPG Standard for 
2025  

•	 Auto Manufacturers Surprised by 
New Fuel Efficiency Goal  

•	 White House Wants 56 MPG

Yet the news columns that follow the 
headlines are matter-of-fact.  The reporting 
we have monitored largely buys into the blithe 
predictions floated by proponents of drastically 
higher fuel economy rules that the proposed 
standards, which happen to be almost double 
the current standards, can be achieved simply 
by adding cost.  Further, the reports also echo 
the line that the additional costs involved in 
building cars that can achieve the suggested 
requirements will rapidly be recouped from the 
cost savings that will accompany higher fuel 
efficiency.  

The typical recounting of the scenario largely 
goes like this:  Federal sources estimate that 
increasing fuel efficiency to 56 mpg by 2025 
will be accomplished at an average cost of 
$2,100 to $2,600 per vehicle, but the savings 
resulting from higher fuel economy would 
save vehicle owners $5,500 to $7,000 over the 
vehicle’s lifetime.  Sounds just fine, doesn’t it?  
There will be higher initial costs, but they will 
be a good investment, because car buyers will 
save money in the end.  

But if one looks past the 
rose-colored predictions 
of the politicians (from 
both sides of the aisle, 
by the way), the picture 
gets a little cloudier.  First, 
what the previously cited 
estimates fail to mention 
is that the typical new-car 
owner won’t own the car 
over its entire lifetime, 
so one has to wonder 
how interested new-car 
buyers will be in paying significantly more for 
their vehicle – and an average of $2,500 is 
significantly more – for little obvious benefit to 
their own pocketbooks.  (The cynical answer 
to that is if they want to buy a new car, they 
won’t have any choice).  Given the scenario 
that has been painted to prepare the way for 
the approval of the new regulations, owners 
would break even sometime between two-
and-a-half and three-and-a-half years of 
ownership, when many cars are still in their 
original owners’ hands.  But the breakeven 
point and the accuracy of the entire scenario 
depend on correctly predicting future fuel 
prices, which is an iffy prospect at best.  If real 
fuel prices are lower than those predicted in 
the scenario we’ve just outlined, the payback 
period prediction goes right out the window.  
To mix metaphors, it is a house of cards built 
on shifting sands.

Certainly, most of us would agree that better 
fuel efficiency is a laudable national goal.  
Using fewer precious natural resources to 
get the same results, while at the same time 
limiting the power and influence of foreign 
oil producers over our country’s destiny is 
a worthy ambition.  But any proposal that 
claims to move us in that direction should be 
thoroughly vetted to discover the unintended 
consequences, because each is rife with those 
possibilities.  

Here are a few potential unintended 
consequences of raising the fuel economy 
requirements to the level proposed:  

The cost increases involved in the new 
technology designed to achieve the fuel 
efficiency goals will be accompanied by 
commensurate price increases for new cars.  
Those price increases will, in turn, inhibit 
demand.                             (Continued on Page 2)
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LATEST NEWS STORIES ON KBB.COM :

Check out the very latest news stories by visiting www.kbb.com and clicking the Top Stories tab on the home page.  The following latest 
news stories by kbb.com’s editorial staff went live on the site or were updated during June 2011.  

Written Stories Posted to kbb.com:
10 Coolest Cars under $18,000 - 2011 edition
1949 Willys Wagon - MacArthur (Possibly) Slept Here
2011 BMW Frozen Black Edition M3 Coupe revealed
2011 BMW M3 CRT -- Limited-edition light stuff, but not for U.S.
2011 Lexus LS 460 Touring Edition - exclusive touch of sporty style
2011 Porsche Carrera GTS First Drive: Das Hoot
2011 Subaru WRX STI shatters Isle of Man TT road-car lap record
2012 Audi R8 GT Spyder gets its real reveal
2012 BMW M5 Revealed
2012 Buick LaCrosse with eAssist to start at $30,820 - same as V6
2012 Chevrolet Cruze will add new features and increase mpg
2012 Chevrolet Sonic Pricing Announced
2012 Mercedes-Benz M-Class - First look
2012 Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG Roadster - First official pics
2012 Mini Cooper Coupe revealed - pricing will start at $22,000
2012 Toyota Prius V Cheat Sheet
2012 Volkswagen Black Turbo Launch Edition Beetle
2012 Volvo S60: Is the $299 lease a good deal?
Aston Martin V12 Zagato shows its race face
Audi A1 Clubsport Quattro Concept - Show meets go
Audi and Chevrolet claim dramatic Le Mans victories
EV Cup to kick off zero-emissions racing series in U.S. this fall
Fiat agrees to buy the remaining Chrysler Group stock from the Feds
Ford adds AppLink to SYNC system on 10 vehicles for 2012
Ford to triple its American EV/Hybrid production capacity by 2013
Ford will add 1.0-liter EcoBoost I-3 and new eight-speed automatic
Ford will expand availability of its inflatable rear seatbelts
J.D. Power 2011 IQS Study -- Toyota rises, Ford falls, Lexus stays
Jaguar, Lotus and VW get Concept Car of the Year
Last Cadillac DTS rolls off line and into the Bulgari collection
Mauro Calo sets new world drifting record
Mercedes-Benz F-CELL fleet completes ‘round-the-world drive
Mercedes-Benz Unimog Concept - One mean, green uber-machine

Mini Cooper Coupe Prototype revealed - Official spy shots
MIT team creates revolutionary new quick-charge battery chemistry
New Batmobile unveiled: F1-inspired, fuel-cell powered
Next-gen MAZDA6 to be built in Japan
Nissan Altima Hybrid won’t be back for 2012
Nissan LEAF NISMO RC EV takes to the track
No Bull - Lamborghini prepping new ‘everyday’ model
Radical DeltaWing racer to challenge Le Mans in 2012
Renault-Nissan Alliance establishes new Silicon Valley R&D facility
Saab resumes production in Sweden
Toyota GRMN Sports Hybrid Concept II -- Getting ready to get real?
Volvo’s low-cost KERS system could cut fuel use by 20 percent
ZF offers new details on new nine-speed automatic transmission

Videos Posted to kbb.com:
2012 Audi A7 Video Review
Audi R8 Spyder - KBB Answers Your Questions 
2011 MINI Cooper Countryman Video Review
2011 Mitsubishi Outlander Sport - From San Diego to Cabo  
2011 Lexus CT 200h Video Review
2011 Porsche Cayenne Video Review
KBB Visits Pixar – Cars 2

Fewer new cars will be built, and because of that, a number (likely a very large number) of men and women involved in the manufacturing, marketing 
and sales of new cars will suffer; many will lose their jobs.

Because of higher prices and the likelihood that the new-tech cars will not perform as well as current cars, consumers will hold on to their vehicles 
longer.  This will not only limit future demand of new vehicles with the aforementioned consequences, but it also will keep older, less fuel-efficient and 
higher-emission vehicles on the road longer.  This will mitigate the benefits of those higher-efficiency new vehicles that do get purchased.  

Because reaching these inflated fuel economy standards will almost undoubtedly require partial and full electrification strategies – conventional 
hybrids, plug-in hybrids, and full electrics -- we as a nation will become dependent upon suppliers of rare earths used in battery and electric-vehicle 
manufacturing.  It is not generally understood is that those elements are located, mined and processed in just a handful of countries – a much smaller 
group of countries than those that produce petroleum.  We might simply be trading countries that have leverage over our destiny, rather than re-
capturing the unhindered ability to direct our own future.

While it is easy for politicians to formulate feel-good policies and especially to do so for future implementation, it will be extremely difficult for the auto 
industry to fulfill the expectations they will produce.  Selling cars that people want to buy is a difficult enough task on the face of it; doing so while 
being forced to adhere to standards that are, in some ways at least, antithetical to the desires of consumers who must be persuaded to buy them, 
adds a whole new level of effort to that difficulty.

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS, CONTINUED :

http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/10-coolest-cars-under-18000-_-2011-edition
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/1949-willys-wagon-_-macarthur-possibly-slept-here
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2011-bmw-frozen-black-edition-m3-coupe-revealed
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2011-bmw-m3-crt-__-limited_edition-light-stuff-but-not-for-us
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2011-lexus-ls-460-touring-edition-_-exclusive-touch-of-sporty-style
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2011-porsche-carrera-gts-first-drive-das-hoot
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2011-subaru-wrx-sti-shatters-isle-of-man-tt-road_car-lap-record
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-audi-r8-gt-spyder-gets-its-real-reveal
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-bmw-m5-revealed
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-buick-lacrosse-with-eassist-to-start-at-30820-_-same-as-v6
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-chevrolet-cruze-will-add-new-features-and-increase-mpg
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-chevrolet-sonic-pricing-announced
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-mercedes_benz-m_class-_-first-look
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-mercedes_benz-sls-amg-roadster-_-first-official-pics
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-mini-cooper-coupe-revealed-_-pricing-will-start-at-22000
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-toyota-prius-v-cheat-sheet
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-volkswagen-black-turbo-launch-edition-beetle-pre_order-begins
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/2012-volvo-s60-is-the-299-lease-a-good-deal
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/aston-martin-v12-zagato-shows-its-race-face
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/audi-a1-clubsport-quattro-concept-_-show-meets-go
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/audi-and-chevrolet-claim-dramatic-le-mans-victories
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/ev-cup-to-kick-off-zero_emissions-racing-series-in-us-this-fall
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/fiat-agrees-to-buy-the-remaining-chrysler-group-stock-from-the-feds
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/ford-adds-applink-to-sync-system-on-10-vehicles-for-2012
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/ford-to-triple-its-american-evhybrid-production-capacity-by-2013
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/ford-will-add-10_liter-ecoboost-i_3-and-new-eight_speed-automatic
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/ford-will-expand-availability-of-its-inflatable-rear-seatbelts
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/jd-power-2011-iqs-study-__-toyota-rises-ford-falls-lexus-stays
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/jaguar-lotus-and-vw-get-concept-car-of-the-year-kudos
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/last-cadillac-dts-rolls-off-line-and-into-the-bulgari-collection
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/mauro-calo-sets-new-world-drifting-record
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/mercedes_benz-f_cell-fleet-completes-round_the_world-drive
http://www.kbb.com/auto-show/2010-new-york-auto-show/mercedes_benz-unimog-concept-_-one-mean-green-uber_machine
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/mini-cooper-coupe-prototype-revealed-_-official-spy-shots
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/mit-team-creates-revolutionary-new-quick_charge-battery-chemistry
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/new-batmobile-unveiled-f1_inspired-fuel_cell-powered
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/next_gen-mazda6-to-be-built-in-japan
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/nissan-altima-hybrid-wont-be-back-for-2012
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/nissan-leaf-nismo-rc-ev-takes-to-the-track
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/no-bull-_-lamborghini-prepping-new-everyday-model
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/radical-deltawing-racer-to-challenge-le-mans-in-2012
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/renault_nissan-alliance-establishes-new-silicon-valley-rd-facility
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/saab-resumes-production-in-sweden
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/toyota-grmn-sports-hybrid-concept-ii-__-getting-ready-to-get-real
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/volvos-low_cost-kers-system-could-cut-fuel-use-by-20-percent
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/zf-offers-new-details-on-new-nine_speed-automatic-transmission
http://www.kbb.com/car-videos/2012-audi-a7-luxury-videos/?id=362971&videoid=2000001871
http://www.kbb.com/car-videos/2011-audi-r8-convertible-videos/?id=264924&videoid=2000001855
http://www.kbb.com/car-videos/2011-mini-cooper-countryman-crossover-videos/?id=358905&videoid=2000001851
http://www.kbb.com/car-videos/2011-mitsubishi-outlander-sport-suv-videos/?id=358377&videoid=2000001847
http://www.kbb.com/car-videos/2011-lexus-ct-200h-_-kelley-blue-book/2000001859/?action2=videos
http://www.kbb.com/car-videos/porsche-cayenne-_-kelley-blue-book/2000001867/?action2=videos
http://www.kbb.com/car-videos/kbb-visits-pixar-_-cars-2/2000001860/?action2=videos
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NEW-VEHICLE REVIEWS ON KBB.COM :

The following new-vehicle reviews written by kbb.com’s editorial staff went live on the site or were updated during June 2011.  To see any new-vehicle review  
from kbb.com’s editorial staff, please visit www.kbb.com and click on the Car Reviews tab, then select the make and model.

2012 Volkswagen Eos
While many people reminisce fondly about their first convertibles, few seem to remember the nightmares of those folding canvas tops. From leaking water, 
to the horrifically loud wind noise, to the ease with which thieves could enter the car, a cloth top was simply impractical. Volkswagen has found a solution 
to this dilemma, creating a folding hard top (with a built in sunroof, no less) and attaching it to a sporty, comfortable four-seater priced well within reach 
of the average working man and woman. The 2012 Volkswagen Eos is no Miata, but it is a fun, safe and quiet way to enjoy open-air driving without the 
hassles once associated with the old-fashioned soft-top convertible...

2011 Chevrolet Suburban
High gas prices are the talk of the day, leading many car buyers to focus on smaller, more efficient models. For some people, however, bigger isn’t 
necessarily better, but it is necessary. Especially well-suited for large families and those who tow a camper, boat or horse trailer, the 2011 Chevrolet 
Suburban is a completely modernized version of a genuine workhorse. It’s available in light-duty 1500 and heavy-duty, three-quarter-ton 2500 guises and 
three trim levels: the base LS, the mid-level LT and the upscale LTZ. Inside its cavernous confines is seating for up to nine occupants, cargo space that 
maxes out at 137.4 cubic feet, and all of the available luxuries and amenities required by families, contractors, and others...

2011 Dodge Grand Caravan
The Grand Caravan may have been the vehicle that started the American minivan revolution, but it now has plenty of competition. A somewhat bland 
redesign a few years back, coupled with some quality issues, allowed the Grand Caravan’s rivals to slip past the venerable family hauler, a situation 
worsened by Chrysler’s financial meltdown. The 2011 Dodge Grand Caravan looks to regain some buyers by offering a host of interior improvements, 
aggressive new pricing and a freshened appearance. Still, with stalwarts such as the Honda Odyssey and Toyota Sienna firmly entrenched in the market 
– and the bargain-priced Kia Sedona – the 2011 Dodge Grand Caravan has its work cut out, especially in a time of rising fuel prices and a still-shaky 
economy...

2011 Ford E-Series
The 2011 Ford E-Series van celebrates its 50th anniversary this year, marking five decades of tireless service and millions of miles logged. When it comes 
to shuttling large numbers of people or packages, there is no better vehicle than a full-size E-Series van. As valuable to the service industry and shuttle 
fleets as it is to retirees towing a mobile home around the country, the E-Series is no Plain Jane van. Equipped with AdvanceTrac traction and stability 
control, as well as an available navigation unit and the SYNC communications system, the E-Series is as modern as any vehicle in the Ford Fleet. Ford 
offers the E-Series in a number of configurations, including cutaway, cargo and passenger, and in half-ton, three-quarter ton and one-ton models...

2011 Ford Transit Connect
One year after its introduction, skeptics of Ford’s Transit Connect van find themselves eating crow, while Ford’s profits balloon. Designed for the European 
market, the compact 2011 Ford Transit Connect is easy on fuel, relatively inexpensive to purchase and as versatile as a Swiss Army Knife. Ford rightly 
predicted a market for a small, four-cylinder deliver vehicle that could maneuver the tight confines of city traffic much easier than a full-size van or delivery 
truck. Smarter yet, Ford has enlisted a number of aftermarket providers who can customize the Transit Connect to be whatever its owners require, from a 
well-organized delivery truck to a rolling repair shop. With no competition to speak of, Ford is free to run as far as sales of the Transit Connect will take it 
which, by all accounts, is going to be quite some distance...

2011 GMC Savana
Full-size vans like the 2011 GMC Savana are about more than shuttling travelers to the airport or allowing plumbers to work from anywhere, though they 
fulfill those needs incredibly well. With versatile interiors, they can accommodate a slew of passengers, a tremendous amount of cargo, or a combination 
of each. Of course, other vehicles can lay claim to the same attributes, yet models like the GMC Savana are special in their ability to keep everything 
secure and under one long roof. The picture grows even more impressive when considering options like all-wheel drive and specifications including a 
10,000-pound towing capacity and engines delivering up to 525 pound-feet of torque. There’s a reason these workhorses haven’t changed significantly 
over the years:  They don’t need to...

http://www.kbb.com/
http://www.kbb.com/volkswagen/eos/2012-volkswagen-eos-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/chevrolet/suburban-1500/2011-chevrolet-suburban-1500-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/dodge/grand-caravan-passenger/2011-dodge-grand-caravan-passenger-expert_car_reviews/
http://kbb.com/ford/e350-super-duty-passenger/2011-ford-e350-super-duty-passenger-expert_car_reviews/?intent=buy-new
http://www.kbb.com/ford/transit-connect-passenger/2011-ford-transit-connect-passenger-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/gmc/savana-1500-passenger/2011-gmc-savana-1500-passenger-expert_car_reviews/
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2011 GMC Terrain
With GM’s latest division shuffling, the GMC brand takes on a new role by filling a need for high-end trucks, SUV s and crossovers. To this end, the 2011 
GMC Terrain takes the company down a path it’s never traversed: That of the compact crossover utility vehicle. Based on the same platform as the 
Chevrolet Equinox, the Terrain shares no visual similarities with its Chevrolet cousin. This is another important milestone for GMC, a division that was once 
seen as a clone of Chevrolet (at one point, the two even shared the Suburban nameplate.) In the Terrain, GMC has created a rugged looking compact, 
deceiving in size and with impressively good fuel economy. Loaded with features and priced to compete with segment leader such as the Honda CR-V and 
Toyota RAV4, the Terrain is an appealing choice for those who like their trucks to look like trucks, even when they’re not really trucks...

2011 Hyundai Elantra
For years Hyundai was dogged by a negative reputation for sub-par vehicles, but the Korean manufacturer has turned the corner and drastically improved 
its image by producing higher-quality and more appealing products like the 2011 Elantra. Often costing about a thousand dollars less than similarly 
equipped versions of the Honda Civic, Toyota Corolla and Nissan Sentra, the Elantra is an exceptional value with a host of standard features, one of the best 
warranties on the market and an EPA rating of 40 mpg on the highway. For 2011, the Elantra has been redesigned and sports a style that is sure to steal 
some attention away from the category leader...

2011 Infiniti EX35
There are a number of compact luxury crossover utility vehicles roaming the streets, but few can offer the level of luxury found in the Infiniti EX35. From its 
flowing lines that mimic the larger FX50, to its technology-rich cabin, the 2011 Infiniti EX35 does everything right. But the icing on the cake is the EX35’s 
interior, which is not only elegantly styled and highly functional, but can be adorned in rich colors that dare to go beyond the obligatory gray, black and tan 
found in almost every competitor. Add in unique features such as self-healing paint and the Around View Monitor that gives a 360-degree view outside the 
vehicle, and the EX35 begins to look like the perfect crossover. In short, the 2011 EX35 blends utility, luxury, performance and price into one very attractive 
package...

2011 Infiniti FX
The line between rugged off-road SUV and performance-oriented CUV is becoming more and more difficult to discern. But, when it comes to the 2011 
Infiniti FX, there is no mistaking this CUV for anything but an on-pavement performance wagon with a rich heritage and a reputation for fun. The sleek FX 
can be had with a choice of V6 or V8 engines, as well as a host of high-tech safety and performance enhancements. Unlike many of its European rivals, 
however, even the most basic FX comes so well equipped one might wonder why anyone would need more options; that is until they drive an FX with more 
options. As if to add insult to injury, Infiniti has priced the FX well below the BMW X6 and Porsche Cayenne, an important consideration even for today’s 
affluent customer...

2011 Infiniti G37 Coupe
Much in the same way the G35 Sedan sent shock waves through the European sport sedan community, the 2011 Infiniti G37 Coupe has established itself 
as a force to be reckoned with. The rival of more expensive coupes from Mercedes-Benz, Cadillac and Audi, the G37 Coupe can more than hold its own, 
thanks primarily to its potent 3.7-liter V6 engine and long list of standard amenities. With power and handling comparable to, and in some cases better 
than, the competition, the G37 Coupe proves it can not only run with the best of the best, it can do so at a significantly lower cost to the consumer...

2011 Infiniti G37 Sedan
Infiniti’s G Sedan was the first Japanese luxury car that could truly compete with the best European compact and mid-size luxury performance sedans. This 
statement still holds true today, which is why the 2011 Infiniti G37 sedan remains one of our favorite four-door rides. The G37’s combination of performance 
(it’s powered by the same engine found in the Nissan 370Z sport coupe), luxury and price give it a leg up on models such as the Audi A4 and BMW 3-Series, 
as well as domestics such as the Cadillac CTS and Lincoln MKZ. Toss in the G37’s impressive safety, reliability and resale value, and it’s hard to make an 
argument against Infiniti’s sales leader...

NEW-VEHICLE REVIEWS ON KBB.COM :

http://www.kbb.com/gmc/terrain/2011-gmc-terrain-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/hyundai/elantra/2011-hyundai-elantra-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/infiniti/ex/2011-infiniti-ex-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/infiniti/fx/2011-infiniti-fx-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/infiniti/g/2011-infiniti-g-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/infiniti/g/2011-infiniti-g-expert_car_reviews/
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2011 Jaguar XF
When it was introduced three years ago, the XF Sedan represented a radical departure from traditional Jaguar styling. The bold move has paid off brilliantly 
for Jaguar, and the XF’s sleek coupe-like styling and wide-mouth grille have now migrated onto other Jaguar products, namely the new XJ. Intended to 
compete with long-established models, such as the BWM 5 Series, Audi A6 and Lexus GS, the 2011 Jaguar XF provides all the performance benefits of its 
Japanese and European rivals, but also offers a hefty dose of traditional British luxury, something not easily imitated and that still holds value among those 
with a taste for life’s finer pleasures...

2011 Mini Cooper 
The Mini Cooper and Cooper S continue their retro appeal as sporty small cars with premium features and premium pricing. Built by parent company BMW, 
both of these two-door, four-seat hatchbacks boast sporty handling, distinctive styling and more interior space than might be expected, given their exterior 
dimensions. The success of the Mini Cooper has allowed the company to expand its lineup and helped Americans accept higher-priced small cars, including 
the new, similarly Euro-centric Fiat 500. Other competitors include the Volkswagen GTI, Mazda Miata MX-5 and Audi A3... 

2011 Mini Cooper Clubman
While it’s true that an increasingly number of car owners are downsizing, there are times when smaller can be too small. The Mini Cooper is one example, 
offering buyers cute styling, fun driving dynamics and desired efficiency, but very little room. That’s where the Mini Cooper Clubman comes into play, with 
more than nine inches of extra length, which brings with it much-needed rear leg room. A good bit of added cargo space found its way into the equation, 
too. If you want a Mini Cooper with greater dimensions, and you’re not interested in the larger four-door Countryman, the 2011 Clubman is waiting for a test 
drive. Shoppers can choose between base and turbocharged S models... 

2011 Mini Cooper Convertible
For years, the Mini Cooper Convertible, available in Cooper and Cooper S trim levels, has competed with smaller sports cars, such as the Mazda Miata MX-5 
and, to a lesser degree, more upscale offerings, including the BMW Z4. In other words, the drop-top Cooper has filled a niche absent of any apples-to-
apples competitors and has created a following with its sporty driving character, unique style, relative affordability and efficient powertrains. But the 2011 
Mini Cooper Convertible faces stiff competition from the all-new 2012 Fiat 500C, another compact soft-top that delivers its own retro-themed look along 
with more fuel economy and a base price that undercuts the Mini by about $5,000...

NEW-VEHICLE REVIEWS ON KBB.COM :

http://www.kbb.com/jaguar/xf/2011-jaguar-xf-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/mini/cooper/2011-mini-cooper-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/mini/cooper-clubman/2011-mini-cooper-clubman-expert_car_reviews/
http://www.kbb.com/mini/cooper/2011-mini-cooper-expert_car_reviews/
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WHAT’S NEW:

Kbb.com’s 2011 Top 10 Coolest New Cars Under $18,000: 
Editors Rank This Year’s Best Affordable, Cool New Cars, Placing 2012 Fiat 500 at No. 1

Personality-Filled, Amenity-Laden Vehicles Dominate This Year’s Kbb.com ‘Cool Cars’ List

IRVINE, Calif., June 24, 2011 -- The expert editors from Kelley Blue Book’s www.kbb.com, the leading provider of new car and used car information, 
today name the 2011 Top 10 Coolest New Cars Under $18,000.  In a new twist on an annual list published by Kelley Blue Book’s kbb.com, this year the 
editors ranked their top choices from 10 to one, naming the 2012 Fiat 500 as this year’s No. 1 affordable ‘Cool Car...’  MORE

Kelley Blue Book, NIADA Join Forces to Provide Independent Dealers with 
Market-Relevant Values, Solutions to Effectively Manage Inventory

NIADA Members Gain Access to Kelley Blue Book Products, Accurate Information with National Member Benefit Program

IRVINE, Calif., June 22, 2011 -- Kelley Blue Book’s www.kbb.com, a leading provider of new car and used car information, today announces its 
participation in the National Independent Automotive Dealers Association (NIADA) National Member Benefit Program, putting trusted, accurate 
information in the hands of dealers across the country.  The National Member Benefit Program was founded by NIADA to provide an extensive, highly 
vetted roster of reliable companies that will offer products and services for members...  MORE

Kelley Blue Book Honored for 2011 ‘Spotlight Deal of the Year’ 
by Association for Corporate Growth Orange County

Company Recognized for Outstanding Growth and Leadership

IRVINE, Calif., June 15, 2011 -- Kelley Blue Book’s www.kbb.com, the leading provider of new car and used car information, today announces its 
2011 Association for Corporate Growth (ACG) Orange County award win, specifically in the ‘Spotlight Deal of the Year’ category.  Each year in May, 
the Orange County chapter of the Association for Corporate Growth recognizes and honors a select group of companies that have demonstrated 
outstanding growth and leadership within their respective industries...  MORE

Fuel-Efficient Used-Vehicle Values Have Reached Peak, According to Kelley Blue Book
Dealers and Consumers Should Shop with Caution as Oil Production Rises and Pump Prices Fall

IRVINE, Calif., June 14, 2011 -- Kelley Blue Book’s www.kbb.com, the leading provider of new car and used car information, today reports that after 
increasing close to 25 percent throughout 20 weeks of consecutive gains, values for fuel-efficient used vehicles have now peaked.  For the first 
time since January, values for subcompact, compact and hybrid cars have started to decline in response to falling gas prices.  In fact, Kelley Blue 
Book analysts currently see values for some of these vehicles dip into the red for the first time since January.  The majority of strength this year 
has been driven by the rapid rise in gas prices, which peaked in May with a national average of $3.98, and since has declined steadily to $3.71 
today...  MORE

http://www.kbb.com/?scid=3145
http://kbb.com/new-cars/?scid=3145
http://kbb.com/used-cars/?scid=3145
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/10-coolest-cars-under-18000-_-2011-edition/?scid=3145
http://kbb.com/new-cars/fiat/500/2012/pricing-report/?scid=3145
http://multivu.prnewswire.com/mnr/kbb/50196/
http://www.kbb.com/?scid=3099
http://www.kbb.com/new-cars/?scid=3099
http://www.kbb.com/used-cars/?scid=3099
http://mediaroom.kbb.com/kelley-blue-book-niada-join-forces-provide-independent-dealers-market-relevant-values-solutions-effectively-manage-inventory
http://www.kbb.com/?scid=3099
http://www.kbb.com/new-cars/?scid=3099
http://www.kbb.com/used-cars/?scid=3099
http://mediaroom.kbb.com/kelley-blue-book-honored-2011-spotlight-deal-year-association-corporate-growth-orange-county
http://www.kbb.com/?scid=3099
http://www.kbb.com/new-cars/?scid=3099
http://www.kbb.com/used-cars/?scid=3099
http://www.kbb.com/hybrid/?scid=3099
http://mediaroom.kbb.com/fuel-efficient-used-vehicle-values-have-reached-peak-according-kelley-blue-book
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WHAT’S NEW:

Kbb.com:  Consumer Sentiment toward Gas Prices has Changed Dramatically; More than 
Half of Car Shoppers Think Gas Prices will Stay the Same or Go Down in Next 30 Days

Consumers Feeling Better About Personal Economic Situations, Not Delaying Vehicle Purchases as Much as Before

IRVINE, Calif., June 6, 2011 -- According to the latest Kelley Blue Book www.kbb.com Market Intelligence survey concerning consumer sentiment and 
gas prices, new car and used car shoppers have drastically changed their minds about the coming fate of gas prices in the near-term.  

For the past several months in a row, consumers indicated they thought gas prices would continue to rise.  However, in the most recent May 2011 
survey by kbb.com, now more than half of car shoppers (52 percent) say they think gas prices will either stay the same or go down in the next 30 
days.  In addition, the number of respondents who say gas prices have changed their mind about vehicles they are considering has decreased five 

percentage points from April (35 percent) to May (30 percent)...  MORE  

ABOUT KELLEY BLUE BOOK:

Founded in 1926, Kelley Blue Book, The Trusted Resource®, is the only vehicle valuation and information source trusted and relied upon by both consumers and the industry.  Each 
week the company provides the most market-reflective values in the industry on its top-rated website www.kbb.com, including its famous Blue Book® Trade-In and Retail Values 
and Fair Purchase Price, which reports what others are paying for new cars this week.  The company also provides vehicle pricing and values through various products and services 
available to car dealers, auto manufacturers, finance and insurance companies as well as governmental agencies.  Kbb.com is a leading provider of new car prices, used car values, 
car reviews, new cars for sale, used cars for sale, and car dealer locations. Kelley Blue Book Co. Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of AutoTrader.com.
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http://www.kbb.com/?scid=3099
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